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Preamble 

 

If the Bishop has decided to appoint an incumbent to a vacant parish, the PCC may ask him to 

provide a ‘statement in relation to the benefice, the needs of the diocese and the wider interests 

of the Church’.  This is set out in Section 11 (1) (e) of the Patronage (Benefices) Measure 

(1986).  In the event of a priest-in-charge appointment, the Bishop produces a statement to be 

included with the information pack for candidates. 

 

The purpose of the statement is to make the vision, needs and priorities of both parish and the 

diocese explicit at appointment.  This should help to ensure that clergy are appointed who will 

share this vision and work with these priorities. 

 

Vacancy in the parish of St Philip & St Mark Camberwell. 

 

The following Statement is in relation to the benefice, the vision, needs and priorities of the 

diocese and the wider interests of the Church.   

 

The Bishop will wish to satisfy himself that applicants for this post are able and willing to work 

positively and purposefully with Southwark Vision (included with the information pack for 

candidates). This sets out the diocesan goals until 2025, and embraces growth in faith and 

vocation, in church attendance and in finance. Those coming to the Diocese will be comfortable 

with Southwark Vision, committed to working to realise it in their parishes, and will expect to 

use Mission Action Planning as a means to do so. 

 

The benefice 

 

The benefice and parish of Camberwell St Philip & St Mark is one of the most inappropriately 

named in the Archdeaconry of Southwark. The church of St Mark was declared redundant in 

1965 following war damage.  It is now a mosque.  Meanwhile the benefice is located in the 

Deanery of Bermondsey and is located more in South Bermondsey than it is in Camberwell.   

However, the benefice, in common with much of the Archdeaconry, is changing fast.  St Philip’s 

is located in the heart of the Avondale Square Estate, the largest Corporation of the City of 

London social housing estate and built on land owned by the City Corporation since 1251.  

Meanwhile, new housing is being planned and built closer to the Old Kent Road but the prices of 

this (purchase, market rent and affordable rent) are out of the reach of many residents. The 

council is under pressure from the London Plan to produce new homes and the expectation is 

that, within a decade, the Bakerloo line will have been extended down the Old Kent Road. The 

parish, currently well served by bus transport, will find itself with two tube stations and these are 

likely to contribute to a very different social demographic. 

 

 

Worship, building and congregational life 

 

St Philip’s congregation is small but faithful.  Some people used to live in the area and now 

travel back, others still live locally.  There are wardens, a PCC secretary and a treasurer but it 
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would be fair to say that the size of the congregation severely limits its capacity for mission.  

The congregation is ethnically diverse and the worship style is anglo- to modern catholic with 

whole-hearted support for the ministry of women in all orders of ministry.  The PCC has cared 

well for the buildings in the last few years.  The church heating works well, as does the church 

hall heating, and the hall windows have been renewed.  Church, hall and ancillary meeting 

rooms have not been decorated for some years but are sound.  There is a small memorial garden 

although the status of this under the faculty jurisdiction is unclear and needs to be resolved.  Hall 

lettings provide a substantial part of the parish’s income and the PCC is working to increase 

these. 

 

 

The challenges 

 

St Philip’s congregation and PCC are aware that they face challenges.  These include the small 

size of the congregation, the poor state of their finances and the significant demographic changes 

likely to affect the parish in the next few years.  It is for this reason that the post has been set up 

as an interim post, as these challenges must be addressed if St Philip’s is to flourish and it is 

expected that the new parish priest will think always of reaching out to what is new as well as 

sustaining what makes for growth in what is old. The PCC is open to the possibility of new 

people coming from another parish of the same tradition to build capacity, although 

understandably nervous of the possibility of ‘take-over’.  The PCC has a MAP which is on 

picture-boards in the church and can be seen on the parish visit day, but it reflects the historic 

aspirations of the parish under the previous incumbent rather than a forward looking approach to 

the current situation.   

 

In outline a possible timeline for the post is: 

 

• Years 1 – 3:  focus on building relations with the existing estate, making the church 

visible and welcoming.  Work with the congregation on change and lay development.  In 

this phase, it may be possible to explore a church graft or plant with another parish of the 

same tradition.  This would be a creative and possible unique experience of two catholic 

parishes working to each others’ benefit within the catholic tradition.  In this phase also, 

a new priest will consider the new housing and its occupants, getting to know those 

transforming the area, and expect to spend a significant portion of time exploring ways to 

reach out to people for whom a traditional 10am Sunday mass with incense and so on, is 

not attractive.  

 

• Years 3 – 6 enable the parish church and its buildings to be a place in which what are 

likely to be the wealthier residents nearer the Old Kent Road and the current residents are 

able to meet on equal terms, welcoming people to the love of Jesus and serving the local 

community. 

 

The parish profile gives insight into the community connections (schools and so forth) already 

available in the parish to facilitate this but the challenges are not to be underestimated.   
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The Woolwich Episcopal Area and the Archdeaconry of Southwark 

 

The Diocese of Southwark is divided into three Episcopal areas (each with two archdeaconries): 

Kingston (Lambeth and Wandsworth), Croydon (Croydon and Reigate) and Woolwich 

(Lewisham & Greenwich and Southwark).   

 

The Archdeaconry of Southwark is almost exactly co-terminous with the London Borough of 

Southwark.  It experiences high levels of child poverty (see https://www.southwarkstats.com/), 

chronic housing issues due to both quality and pricing, and very poor air quality.  The parish and 

its neighbours share in this deprivation, as does the wider Woolwich Episcopal Area. Despite 

this, it is a vibrant, interesting and supportive Archdeaconry in which to work with good 

transport, small enough parishes for the clergy to be known locally and to each other and 

amazing potential for the gospel to be preached and the sacraments administered.  The 

Archdeacon says it is without doubt the best Archdeaconry in the Church of England.   

 

 

The Deanery 

 

The parish is part of the Bermondsey Deanery, in which there are many other churches as well as 

the Church of England and including a large Hillsong congregation. The Deanery Synod and 

Clergy Chapter are in good heart and Chapter meets regularly, usually over a meal.  The deanery 

is a microcosm of the Church of England, with church traditions including quite conservative 

evangelical parishes as well as a Society parish.  Despite this variety, the Chapter has a custom 

of regular prayer together and is working towards a deanery Mission Action Plan. 

 

 

Some resources for a new post holder 

 

The Woolwich Episcopal Area offers small Mission Grants of up to £5000 to start parish 

projects or new services.  The Bishop meets with new post holders after three months and the 

archdeacon after six.  The Archdeacon offers monthly to six weekly one to one meetings to all 

new incumbents for at least the first year of a post and thereafter if or when needed.  The 

deanery is supportive and genuinely interested in enabling parishes to realise Southwark Vision.  

The deanery is working towards a deanery Mission Action Plan.  Those who have not previously 

served an incumbency will be offered a mentor and the Woolwich Episcopal Area team are 

always on hand.  The Dean of Fresh Expressions is keen to support those seeking to start new 

services in any tradition to reach out to new congregations and may make action learning and 

other resources available to those who need them.   

https://www.southwarkstats.com/

